Czech VHF/UHF/SHF Activity Contest
Contest rules
This international contest takes place every third Sunday of the month from 08.00 UTC to 11.00
UTC.
Competition categories:
Single operator: a station operating from one QTH operated by only one and the same operator and
using one and the same call sign in all bands without any outside help during the contest.
Multi operator: a station working from one QTH served by more than one operator and using the
same call sign on all bands
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144 MHz single

11

5,7 GHz single

2

144 MHz multi

12

5,7 GHz multi

3

432 MHz single

13

10 GHz single

4

432 MHz multi
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10 GHz multi

5

1,3 GHz single

15

24 GHz single

6

1,3 GHz multi
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24 GHz multi
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2,3 GHz single

17

47 GHz single

8

2,3 GHz multi
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47 GHz multi

9

3,4 GHz single

19

76 GHz single

10

3,4 GHz multi

20

76 GHz multi

Modes of operation: CW and phone (SSB, FM) in segments according to IARU regulations and
recommendations Region I. EME, cross-band connections, and connections via terrestrial or space
repeaters are not accepted.
Exchange: RS or RST, the serial number of the connection starting with the number 001 and the
WW-locator. QSO to stations that do not attend contest also applies to this race. These stations must
pass the RS or RST and WW locator to the competing station. One valid connection can be included
in the race with each station in each competition band, regardless of the type of operation. Each
station may have only one signal on one band at a time.
Points: connection with the station in its own large WW loc (first two letters and following two
numbers) is a value of two points. In neighboring WW locs, it is three points, and in other WW
further always one point more than in the previous WW loc.
Multipliers: large WW locators, which were worked during the contest, inclusive own WW loc, on
each band separately. The own WW loc is always a multiplier regardless of whether a connection
was with the station from its own locator.
Final score: is calculated as the sum of QSOs points x number of multipliers for each band
separately.

Contest logs: electronic logs in edi format are sent no later than the fifth day following after the
contest, ie, the first Friday after the contest, only through a robot at the address:
http://ok1kpa.com/pa/hlaseni.htm. For a limited time, a contest report will also be accepted,
containing own call sign, own WW locator, number of connections, number of points per
connection, number of multipliers, category, name, contact email, and contact telephone number.
The optional data is the QRP designation station.
Evaluations: The activity contest is evaluated every month. At the end of the year, a year-round
result list will be created, which will be the sum of the station results from individual months.
Results are publish at http://ok1kpa.com/pa/vysledky.htm.
DIPLOMAS will receive each category's winner on each band or the first three stations from each
category in which more than 15 stations will be evaluated.
These conditions were approved by the Council of the Czech Radio Club with effect from 17
January 2021.

